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Inelastic scattering

2 addition Structure Function which 
related to the spin distribution
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Structure Function which 
indicates the parton distribution
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• Inclusive polarized cross section:

• Inclusive unpolarized cross 
section:
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FIG. 1. Left-top: RSS proton g2 data [20], along with the
RSS fit [20]. The shaded curve is gww

2 evaluated from the
RSS fit. Left-bottom: RSS deuteron g2 data, and similar
curves as above. Right-top: The open circle is the mea-
sured RSS proton Γm

2 (Q2) data. The full circle is ∆Γ2(Q
2).

The inner (outer) error bars represent statistical (total) un-
certainty. The shaded curve is the elastic contribution to
Γ2(Q

2). Right-bottom: Same as above, but for deuteron.

allowed us to evaluate the moments without model input
for g2, as was necessary in some previous analyses [9].

The moments reported herein are evaluated at ⟨Q2⟩ =
1.28 GeV2, and have been decomposed into contributions
from the measured resonance region x0 < x < xthr (la-
beled with ‘m’), the well known x = 1 elastic (‘el’) contri-
bution, and the unmeasured (‘u’) portion below x0. We
note that the small difference between our experimental
xmax and the nucleon inelastic threshold xthr has neg-
ligible impact on the integrated results. We have used
fits [20] to our data to evaluate the moments in the mea-
sured region. The nucleon elastic contribution was cal-
culated using the form factor parameterizations of [23].
Relative uncertainties of 5, 1, 14, and 2.5% have been
assumed for the electromagnetic form factors GP

E,M and

GN
E,M respectively. For the deuteron, x = 1 represents

quasielastic scattering, the strength of which we estimate
by combining the nucleon elastic contributions using the
D-state correction discussed below. The deuteron nu-
clear elastic contribution is negligible here. We have also
evaluated the neutron and non-singlet (proton - neutron)
moments by using the relation [24] Γn = ΓΣ −Γp, where
the singlet ΓΣ = Γd/γD, and γD ≃ 0.926 ± 0.016 [25]
is the D-state correction to the deuteron wave func-
tion. The uncertainty arising from this approach is es-
timated [26] to be O(1%). The singlet and non-singlet
results assume negligible heavy quark contributions.

Table II provides numerical values for the moments.
The ratio R2 differs significantly from unity, indicat-
ing large unwanted twist-2 kinematical contributions to
I(Q2). The full results for the matrix element d̃2 indicate
clear twist-3 at more than 6σ for the proton and 3σ for
the neutron. These non-vanishing results unambiguously
indicate the presence of qgq correlations. Their magni-
tudes can be used in comparing with nucleon models.
The values of I(Q2) and d̃2 for x < x0 were estimated

to be zero, with a systematic error described below. In
this unmeasured region, ξ ≈ x and the CN and Nacht-
mann truncated moments converge, so there is little dif-
ference between I(Q2) and d̃2. I(Q2) is expected to be
small in this unmeasured region, because of the decreas-
ing importance of higher twists at low x, and the strong
suppression due to the x2 weighting of the integral. This
assumed low x behavior is supported by our data. Fig-
ure 1 (left) displays the x−dependence of the measured g2
structure function. It is clear that g2 is nearly constant
and consistent with zero within errors for the proton,
near the low end of our measured range x0 < x ! 0.37.
The deuteron data shows a similar behavior, different
from zero only at the one σ (statistical) level. Neutron
data [28] at x ∼ 0.2 and similar Q2 are also consis-
tent with g2 ∼= 0. We take the error on g2, evaluated
at x0, δg2, as a conservative upper limit for the inte-
grand of I(Q2) in the unmeasured low x region. For the
proton, we determined this upper limit by assuming a
constant extrapolation of the value of δg2(x0) down to
x = 0. For the deuteron, we evaluated both a linear and
constant extrapolation, averaged both assumptions and
added quadratically one-half their difference as ‘model’
error to the δgd2 fit error to obtain the value in Table II.
A divergence of g2 as x → 0 could invalidate this as-
sumption. Such a possible divergence for x ! 0.001 was
discussed in [29]. Normalizing the low x dependence of g2
given in [29] to our δg2 estimates, we find the additional
contribution to be negligible.
It is instructive to compare our twist-3 results to pre-

vious measurements. SLAC E155 [1] reported an eval-
uation of I(Q2) at ⟨Q2⟩ = 5 GeV2. We have corrected
those results for TMCs [12], to obtain 0.0028 ± 0.0015
and 0.0072± 0.0044 for the proton and neutron, respec-
tively. For direct comparison, we performed a pQCD evo-
lution [30] from RSS to the SLAC kinematics. At LO,
we find d̃p2 = 0.0021± 0.0006 and d̃n2 = 0.0031± 0.0038,
which are consistent with the E155 results. The elastic
contribution [23] at these kinematics is smaller than the
uncertainties and is not included in the results of this
paragraph. NLO corrections [31] to our data have been
calculated and will be discussed in a future publication.
Twist-3 effects also manifest in the first moment of g2.

The Burkhardt-Cottingham (BC) sum rule [32] predicts
that Γ2 vanishes for all Q2. This sum rule can be derived
from the unsubtracted dispersion relation for the virtual-
virtual Compton scattering amplitudes, in an analogous
fashion to the more famous GDH and Bjorken sum rules.
It provides a remarkably clean tool to investigate nucleon

Existing g2 Data
SLAC

JLab SANE

SLAC: Q2 ~5GeV2

JLab SANE: Q2 3~6GeV2


JLab RSS: Q2 ~1.3GeV2
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Motivation

• Measure the proton structure function g2 in the low Q2 region 
(0.02-0.2GeV2) for the first time


• Extract the generalized longitudinal-transverse spin 
polarizability δLT as a test of Chiral Perturbation Theory 
(χPT) calculations


• Test the Burkhardt-Cottingham (BC) Sum Rule


• Crucial inputs for hydrogen hyperfine splitting and proton 
charge radius measurements
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• Can be calculated via Chiral 
Perturbation Theory:


• Difficult to include the nucleon 
resonance contributions, 
especially the Δ resonance


• δLT is insensitive to the Δ 
resonance


• Neutron Data shows a large 
deviation from the χPT calculations


• No proton data yet

Generalized Longitudinal-Transverse Polarizability

Neutron Data for γ0 and δLT
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Figure 7: The neutron spin polarizabilities γ0 (top) and δLT (bottom). Solid squares
represent the results from [3] with statistical uncertainties. The light grey band
on the axis represents systematic uncertainties. The heavy dashed curve is the
HBχPT calculation of Kao et al. [39]. The dot-dashed curve (blue band) is the
RBχPT calculation of Bernard et al. [38] without (with) the ∆ and vector meson
contributions. The solid curve is the MAID model [17].
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δLT puzzle
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Plots courtesy of  V. Sulkosky

More neutron δLT data from JLAB E97-110:

There is still large 
discrepancy with Neutron δLT
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BC Sum Rule
• BC Sum Rule:


• Violation suggested for proton 
at large Q2 


• But found satisfied for the 
neutron 


• Mostly unmeasured for proton


• To experiment test BC sum rule, 
one need to combine measured 
g2 data with some low x model 
and elastic contribution

■SLAC E155x

■Hall C RSS 

■Hall A E94-010

■Hall A E97-110 (preliminary)

■Hall A E01-012 (preliminary)
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How to get g2
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JLab Hall B experiment EG4 
measured this quantity and 

extracted g1p at low Q2

g2p experiment will measure 
this, combing the EG4 g1p 
data to get g2p at low Q2



Jefferson Lab

g2p experiment ran in 
Jefferson Lab Hall A from Feb 

29th to May 18th, 2012

Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility

Hall A

probe for the study of this strong QCD region
because the electromagnetic interaction is well
understood, and the wavelength of the electron at
this energy is a few percent of the nucleon’s size.
The availability of polarized electron beams
extends the capabilities of the facility to include
both spin-dependent interactions and parity-viola-
tion experiments, which probe, respectively, the
spin and the weak neutral current structures of the
system under study.

CEBAF [1] (see Fig. 1) was originally designed
to accelerate electrons up to 4 GeV by recirculat-
ing the beam up to four times through two
superconducting linacs, each producing an energy
gain of 400 MeV per pass. Electrons can be
injected into the accelerator from either a ther-
mionic or a polarized gun. In the polarized gun a
strained GaAs cathode is illuminated by a
1497 MHz gain-switched diode laser, operated at
780 nm: The polarization is measured at the
injector with a 5 MeV Mott polarimeter and the
polarization vector can be oriented with a Wien
filter. The current to the three experimental Halls
A, B and C can be controlled independently. Each
linac contains 20 cryomodules with a design
accelerating gradient of 5 MeV=m: Ongoing in
situ processing has already resulted in an average
gradient in excess of 7 MeV=m; which has made it
possible to accelerate electrons to 5:7 GeV: The

design maximum current is 200 mA CW, which can
be split arbitrarily between three interleaved
499 MHz bunch trains. One such bunch train
can be peeled off after each linac pass to any one
of the Halls using RF separators and septa. All
Halls can simultaneously receive the maximum
energy beam. Hall B with its CEBAF Large
Acceptance Spectrometer (CLAS) [2] requires a
current as low as 1 nA, while a 100 mA beam is
being delivered to one or even both of the other
Halls. Hall C has been operational since Novem-
ber 1995, Hall A since May 1997 and Hall B since
December 1997.

The basic layout of Hall A is shown in Fig. 2.
The central elements are the two High Resolution
Spectrometers (HRS). Both of these devices
provide a momentum resolution of better than 2!
10"4 and a horizontal angular resolution of better
than 2 mrad at a design maximum central
momentum of 4 GeV=c: The present base instru-
mentation in Hall A has been used with great
success for experiments which require high lumin-
osity and high resolution in momentum and/or
angle for at least one of the reaction products.

The Hall A spectrometers have been designed
for detailed investigations of the structure of
nuclei, often utilizing the ðe; e0pÞ reaction.
The measurements extend the range of momentum
transfer and internal nucleon momenta

ARTICLE IN PRESS

A
B

C

Helium
refrigerator

Extraction
elements

North Linac
(400 MeV, 20 cryomodules)

Injector
(45 MeV, 2 1/4 cryomodules)

Injector

Halls

South Linac
(400 MeV, 20 cryomodules)

Fig. 1. Layout of the CEBAF facility. The electron beam is produced at the injector by illuminating a photocathode and then
accelerated to 45 MeV: The beam is then further accelerated in each of two superconducting linacs, through which it can be
recirculated up to four times. The beam can be extracted simultaneously to each of the three experimental halls.

J. Alcorn et al. / Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 522 (2004) 294–346 297
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Experiment Setup

HRS

HRS

BCM Rasters Chicane BPM

Local
Dump

Septa
Updated beam diagnostics:

• Beam position monitor (BPM)

• Beam current monitor (BCM)

• Rasters

Polarized 

NH3 Target

  

g2p polarized target

Polarized NH3 target

➢ 1K Refrigerator
➢ 2.5/5T Transverse target field

(1.1GeV need to use lower field because of
large bending casued by  target field)

➢ 3W microwave,powered at 1.1k

magnet helmholtz coil was damaged in Nov,2011, target 
group people fixed it by using Hall B magnet coil instead, 
this disaster caused g2p delayed for about 3 months 

Used in SLAC,Hall C

First time to use in 
Low energy and small forward angle

Jefferson Lab Hall A

Hall A High Resolution 
Spectrometer (HRS)



Mp < W < 2 GeV

0.02 < Q2 < 0.2 GeV2

Kinematics Coverage
• The Experiment was conducted 

at JLab Hall A successfully 
from 3/2/2012 to 5/18/2012 


• Statistics:

Beam 
Energy /

GeV

Target 
Field /T

Recorded 
trigger

2.254 2.5 3.8E+09

1.706 2.5 3.2E+09

1.158 2.5 4E+09

2.254 5 7E+08

3.352 5 4E+08



Analysis Status
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• Completed:


• Detector calibrations/efficiencies


• VDC t0 calibration


• Deadtime calculation


• HRS Optics


• Field measurement analysis


• Simulation package


• Optics reconstruction


• Beam information


• Helicity decoding


• BCM calibrations


• In Progress:


• Dilution and packing fraction 
analysis


• Acceptance study


• Polarized and unpolarized 
radiative corrections


• Asymmetry analysis


• To Do:


• Unpolarized/polarized cross 
sections


• Determination of g2/moments

• BPM calibrations/Raster size calibration (paper accepted by Nucl. Instrum. Meth.)


• Target polarizations (Nucl. Instrum. Meth. A738(2014)54)



Preliminary Results
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Very preliminary

• Fully radiated MAID 2007 (solid curve) asymmetries:


• Unpolarized/polarized elastic tail 


• Mo/Tsai for unpolarized radiative correction


• Akushevich/Ilyichev/Shumeiko for polarized radiative correction

Plots courtesy of  T. Badman



Conclusion

• The g2p experiment ran in spring 2012 and took data covering 
0.02 < Q2 < 0.20 GeV2


• Will provide an accurate measurement of g2 in low Q2 region 
for the first time


• Extract the fundamental quantities δLT to provide a test of 
χPT calculations


• Test the Burkhardt-Cottingham (BC) Sum Rule 


• New instruments are demonstrated working well during the 
experiment


• Data analysis is currently underway
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